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Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen :

You will recall that at its meeting in Addis Ababa 24-28 May, 19711
Executive Committee of the United Nations Economic Commission for Afrioa

requested the Executive Secretary "to commission a special study on the Afri

can Economic Co-operation Movement in the past decade, taking into account

all :the necessary factors with a view to drawing lessons for the fuifure? and
to reoommend measures and new lines of approach which are likely to stimulate

progress in this field and thus facilitate the attainment of the objectives

of the Second United Nations Development Decade."

Jfost probably you also know, that the Executive Secretary asked a small

team under my leadership to make the above-mentioned study. The team at

November 12, 1972 presented its preliminary report for the ECA. To the report

are attached 14 working papers.

As the report and the working papers are altogether some 600 pages, I can

today only draw your attention to some of the more important topics we have

studied.

In the introduction the report stresses that the present structure of

economic co-operation between African countries still largely refleots - more

than ten years after most countries attained their independence - the inheri-

tanoe of the past. Apart from the Organization of African Unity, the multi

national organizations, with few exceptions, comprise either former French

Colonies or*former British Colonies, but not both. Thus all existing eoonomLc

* Statement made to the Eighth Meeting of the Executive Committee of the ECA ,

on 16 November 1972 by Professor Kjeld Philip, leader of the team commissioned

to report on the subject by the Executive Secretary of ECA. The main report

is under preparation and will soon be available.
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groupings in West, Central, East and Southern Africa are at present exclusively

composed of ex-French or ex-British coioniesj etc*, as the case may be - the

exceptions are a few specialized organizations* The major object of the Re

port, however, is not to dwell on the past but to attempt to look to the fu

ture by initiating new and more broadly based structures^

The second purpose of the Report is to evaluate "the impact of the enlarge

ment of the European Economic Community (EEC) on African States- Eighteen

African countries have been associated with the EEC* r..o this should now be

added Mauritius* Their common membership of the Yaounde association with the

EEC has not led to the development of co-operative ventures between the eighteen

or now nineteen as a whole. But, the enlargement of the EEC together with the

offer of association to the Thirteen Commonwealth African countries may con

stitute a new opportunity for co-operation, either between the thirty-one po

tential associates as a whole, or, if this is not possible, then at least with

in sub—groups of the thirty-one. Besides, three North African States, Tu

nisia, Algeria and Morocco, have trade agreements with EEC, and four African

States, Ethiopia, Guinea, Liberia and Sudan, may apply for association of the

Yaounde type.

The team has divided its work into three main parts*. The first will deal

with some problems of general inter-African importance.. The second part ex

aminee the position of African countries vis-a-vis the EEC. Finally? the

different sub-regional groupings will be discussed. Whereas it is possible

to say something about the different advantages and disadvantages of parti

cipation in various sub-regional groupings, it i3 very difficult to predict

the exact composition of such groupings as lcng as the outcome of the Yaounde"

III negotiations is not known.

We all know that there is very little economic co-operation between Afri

can States. The reason for this is not so much lack of trade agreements and

existence of customs barriers as the lack of means of transport and communi

cations <.

Trade and transport are, of course, closely connected,

It is no coincidence that only in two parts of Africa is there a con

siderable tr\de of processed goods b.tween neighbouring- States, namely, in

East Africa and in Southern Africa* In both cases, there is a customs union

as well as a good transport system connecting th* member States of these

customs unions. .

Investment in transport and in communication always raises problems about

who pays the costs, and who gets "the benefits** Because of the fragmentation

of the African continent, these problems are more serious in Africa than in

most other places0

An example may give an illustration of the problems: A government con

siders the construction of a roade The costs will be known and the govern

ment will know almost exactly their distribution over time0 Bat what are the

benefits of the construction of this road? It may mean cheaper means of trans

port which will give a higher income to farmers and producers of raw materials.
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It may over a period open up new land; subsistence farming may disappear in

favour of cash crop production. The population will also receive a number

of cultural impulses* Such a development will increase the income of the

population and consequently, government revenue also through higher tax

receipts.

However, will the government consider higher income for the citizens to

be of the same importance as an increase in direct government receipts? And,

how should the value of cultural impulses be estimated? In many cases, a

part of the benefit of transport development will fall to citizens or govern-

iments of other countries* This'concerns small countries much more than big

ones. It is also obvious that the costs,arise at the time of construction,

whilst the benefits will spread over a long period, and may fall to many

different groups.

i There may be a temptation for a government to value the benefits which

jfall to itself higher than those which fall to the people, and certainly to

rank higher the benefits accruing to their own country than those which go

!to citizens and governments in other countries. It also seems obvious that

benefits which could be obtained within a few years time would get a higher

jpriority ranking than those which would only materialize after many years.

Benefits from transport improvement in small countries may well go to na

tionals of neighbouring countries. This may have the consequence that such

jprojects get a lower priority in small countries than in bigger ones.

It is, therefore, not so surprising if African Governments have 'concen

trated on their *wn internal transport links instead of on the creation of

I links with other African countries. However, it is also rbvioua that unless

ithere are reasonably cheap means of transport there will be no trade and

[therefore, no specialization which is the basis for all economic progress,

ilt appears to be necessary that some kind of institution be established to

:take care *f the co-ordination of African transport and communication. '"

, We feel there is a need for a pan-African organization to take care of

jthe improvements in postal services, telecommunication services and road

utilization. On the other hand, the establishment of a comprehensive Afri

can railroad system is hardly conceivable. And road construction does first

iOf all concern neighbour cc/untrieo.

i I do not need to tell you that Intra-African postal services are often

jvery slow, the reason being that in many cases^ mail from one African coun-

|try to another is still routed via Paris or London or botii. Long distance

itelephone calls follow the same route. The maintenance of the old system

lie to some extent caused by a certain lack of initiative in respect of the

establishment of new communications, and to some extent due to the costs in-

ivolved, but it also has its roots in the economic interests of the existing

ioarriers.

: The Team has felt it should urgently stress how important for economic

developoent it is that there is great freedom in road utilization* If trucks

from one part of Africa con be used in another, a certain number of trucks

ipan be used more if they can easily be transferred from one country to another
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during the different seasons. Transportation may be cheaper if leading and

unloading can be kept at a minimum. . We should not, on the African continent,

repeat the mistakes made in other parts of the world. '

Inhere are a number- of similarities between the development of services
like road utilization and postal and telecommunication services* The invest

ments to be made, the actions to be taken are almost all national; the bene

fits, however, spread over.the entire continent* 'Ike-costs have to.be fi

nanced by national governments but the benefits accrue to a wide range of

nations. It is obvious that here is a field for agreed action*

To change the present pattern will, howevery take a number of years*

There is# therefore, a need for a permanent establishment to look into and to

encourage progress. It might.be practical to establish a procedure similar

to that established by the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) to examine

the development programme of the member countries. For obvious reasons, some

changes will have to be introduced.

The procedure in respect of Africa could, for example, be the following;

Under the political sponsorship of OAU and ECA and ITU/UPU, a common -
code of conduct could be drafted, indicating in broad and rather general terms

the aim to be reached in road utilization, postal services and telecommuni

cation services. These should be circulated to all independent African States

south of the Sahara. The Governments of these States should be invited by

the OAU and the ECA to a meeting to discuss this code of conduct* At least

two months before that meeting, each country should submit a paper giving a

description of its rules and practices* At the first meeting, this code of

conduct should be discussed* After the meeting, the Qdtt and the ECA should

publish such a code; its content should be the sole responsibility .of these

organizations* Thereafter, with intervals of, say, 13.months, governments

should be convened to meetings to consider the progress made. A few months

before each of these meetings each government should send a report indicating

its present rules and practices and progress made since the last report.

At the meetings, the achievements made since the last meeting should be dis

cussed country by country; each country1s achievement and programme should

be specially examined by ECA and two governments, one from the western and

the other from the eastern part of Africa. After the meeting, the Chairman

.should take the responsibility for issuing a general report; he should, how

ever, in addition to this, send confidential letters to each government in

dicating his conclusions and recommendations for that country. Such meetings

would offer ideal opportunities for governments to acknowledge complaints and

suggestions from member States. It could serve as a forum for the removal

of misunderstandings and for the conclusion of formal or informal agreement

about what should be achieved by the governments in the following eighteen a

months. ' '

A detailed suggestion for procedure is described in the report*

The Team thinks that the ■problems of air transport are of a different

nature. Air transport in Africa is today characterized by a large number

of small airlines; although tariffs are high, almost all of them, i"f not;all,"
have great-difficulties in making both ends meet. Most of them are", in fact,
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subsidized by their governments. Air transport is a field in which there

are great advantages in large-scale operations* And, it is a field where

at least oh international routes, there is keen competition in respect of

service and reliability, and where it is obvious that, as things are today,

African bompanies cannot compete. And, in the age of jumbo-jets, etc.,

competition will be even more difficult*

There are about forty airlines in independent Africa. Their total traf

fic in.passenger-kilometres and in ton-kilometres of freight is less than in

one medium-sized European air company like SAS.

In Africa, south of the Sahara, there is hardly a need for more than one

big African air company to serve the intra-African and international routes*

It seems rational to leave the local traffic with its lack of competition

and with its local development aspects to national companies'which, in mat1-

ters such as repair of aeroplanes, provision of spare parts, booking offices,

etc., could rely on a big company.

The situation is, however, complicated because most African air com

panies are subsidiary companies or are in other ways dependent on big Euro

pean or American airlines.

There is ho doubt that a careful study of the whole Structure of African

air traffic is needed and that far-reaching reforms would be of the greatest

importance. We recommend that the African governments request such, a study

and we suggest'that such a request, taking into consideration the magnitude

and scope of the programme and its financial implications, should be sub
mitted to the World Bank.

May I draw your attention to another matter which is just as important

for economic development? ,

The Team considers it to be of the greatest importance that the tradi

tional mobility of labour movement is preserved. The distribution of the

labour force over the African continent reflects the past more than anything

else. Subsistence farming, tribal wars, the existence #f tropical diseases,

slave raiding, forced labour have exerted their influence on the distribu

tion of labour. In the future, other factors will, be of importance: the use

of modern farming techniques, irrigation, industrialization, and associated

urbanization; utilization of mineral reserves - all these will demand a dis

tribution very different from the present. The rapidly growing population,

and the establishment of schools, etc., in rural areas will encourage people

to find employment elsewhere.

For the development of the whole continent this adaptation of-the supply

of manpower to the demand is of the greatest importance. There has, however,

in the last few years been a tendency to introduce 'certain limitations to the

free flow of labour. There are different reasons for this, such as growing

national feelings and the growing awareness of the existence of unemployment

and under-employtnent.
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In this field, there is a great risk of 'a chain reaction. A country-

may decide to close its borders to foreigners, or may even force its for

eign African labourers to leave the country. This may - or may not - solve

some of its own problems, but it complicates the problems -sf the neighbour

ing States, and may force these to take similar action* It is almost un-^

avoidable that the result of such a policy will be a slowing-down of the de-'

velopment of the. continent*

There is obviously in this field a need for a code of conduct.

are a number of cjuestions of which only some will be mentioned here: the

right for the migrants to be accompanied by their families, a right which is

denied them in South Africa, and the right to send remittances to their fam

ilies; the ilght to bring their personal belongings duty-free Ifrom one coun

try to the other. There is also a need for certain agreements concerning

what should be the rights in case of sickness, disablement, death.

As was the case in the field of transport and communications, there 'is

likewise in this field, a need for a code of good behaviour* Also her*.i

government measures of one State are of the greatest importance to living

conditions in other States.

We, therefore, suggest a procedure similar to that mentioned earlier

for transport and communication to comprise ECA/OAU/ILO.

•the Team has gone into questions ccn-ierning supply of money* ' It is of

the opinion,that as the foreign trade of almost all African countries is one-

- sided, often dependent on prices ^f one or a few export commodities, there

is urgent need for co-operation between the African countries. We feel there

is a need for an institutionalized mutual drawing ri^it. This, today, is

the case in the two Francophone central banks in West and Central Africa

and there are certain rights of this kind in East Africa. If reformed in

an adequate way, i.e., with no French participation and with headquarters

established in Africa,, the two Francophone African banks might be converted

into an African Monetary Fund which could be used by both Anglophone and
Francophone countries. The Team feels there is an urgent need for a detailed

study of monetary problems in tropical Africa. > -

The Team found that the present overvaluation of many African cu;Tencies

is detrimental to intrar-African trade. An African exporter cannot give the

same credit as a European. It is often an advantage for an African exporter

■to sell to a hard currency country in Europe or North/America instead of to

a soft currency African neighbour. The Team understands that the present

system of ties to world currencies prevents some" inflation. On the other

hand| overvaluation and all the consequential restrictions are so harmful and

give rise to sc many illecal transactions, that the Team feels an adaptation

of the rates of exchange ought to take place.

On the world scene, there are today at least three different lines of

development for co-operation. The first is the global aspect; according to

this theory all developing countries should be xreated in the same way - may

be with some special advantages for the least developed - in their economic

relation with the developed countries. The second is the tendency towards a
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segmented co-operation: North America with Latin America, Japan with a range.

of countries from Korea to the Philippines and Europe with Africa. The pc-.

tential association of the majority,of African governments with the EEC is

an example of a segmented approach. The third possibility appears to be an

isolationist outlook, where.the developing countries try* to isolate them

selves from the developed countries and, by and large, limit their co-operation

to other developing countries. For rapid economic development of the poor

countries of the world, this choice would be disastrous.

The more the global approach gains momentum, the less value there will

be in the establishment;of a segmented economic relations approach. If all

developing countries, thanks to improved general preference schemes, can

send processed goods duty-free, etc., to developed countries segmented

arrangements permitting the same are of no, significance. Those, in favour

of the global approach should advocate support for global arrangements and

in this way reduce the significance of segmented arrangements. And.they

should, inside the segmented arrangements, try to make these as broad and

open as possible.

Yaounde III must be a segmented negotiation, even if it should include

a few Caribbean countries and a few States frcm the Pacific. It will, how
ever, be different from Yaounde II and I, inasmuch as EEC now has new mem

ber States, which have traditionally been fighting for a more global view

point. Almost certainly, any increase of the number of associates will
reinforce this tendency* Yaounde III should have many chanoss of being dif

ferent from Yaounde II and it may, therefore, in different ways pave the

way for a wider global policy in the future.

A Yaounde-type of association is, an association between one African

State only and the EEC (9). This association establishes in principle a

free trade area between the two partners.

If the present arrangements between EEC on the one side and either Togo

or Zaire - neither of these twc countries give any reverse preferences - on

the other, can be accepted as free trade areas, then this concept is cer
tainly used in a way very different from the one in which it was conceived

by the founders of GATT. There is every reason to. expect that the growing

concern for the least developed countries, along with the general acceptance

that co-operation between the Nine in Europe and the African States is a
partnership between States on very different levels cf economic development,

and .the acknowledgement of a moral obligation on the part of rich countries

to assist those which are in a lower stage of development, will pave the way

for new ideas. The enlargement of EEC With countries not always sharing

the opinions of the former members, and the enlargement of the associated

States to inolude States with other ideas about ^reverse preferences, will
♦pen up opportunities for new forms of economic co-operation between African

governments and EEC. The outcome of the negotiations may well be that^the

concept "Free Trade Area" assumes a new meaning.

" * ■ -■■.-■■■
The attitude of the associated and associable countries will be influ

enced by some elementary considerations. With the exception of those coun

tries which as Zaire, Zambia, Gabon, Nigeria and Mauritania which have rich
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mineral resources, all governments in tropical Africa have serious budgetary

problems* At the present Wage of development, their most important source

of revenue is, and for a number of years ahead must be, customs duties, etc.

The second elementary fact is that these countries intend to diversify

their economies. Consequently, among other things, they wish to establish

import-substituting industries and will, as things are, find it necessary
to protect these import-substituting industries.

A third - maybe less important - factor, is that African countries have

a very one-sided trade. They get the majority*of their imports from their

former colonial partners. This may be established through preferential

arrangements but it is just as much a consequence of the dominance of import

and export firms from1 that country. Rightly or wrongly, there is a suspicion

that this "monopoly" is used to charge higher prices and/o-T to sell inferior
goods. In. any case, it must be an advantage for African countries to be able

to buy on the same terms anywhere in the world.

As things are today, there is a need in these countries for tariffs.

When the free trade area concept was formulated the authors had in mind co

operation between countries at a relatively equal level* Whether the formula

of a free trade area can be safely applied to co-operation between,on the one

side, nine of the richest countries in the world, and on the other one poor

African country, is a question of adaptation-

All depends on the interpretation of reverse preferences. If customs

duties are decreased and fiscal duties increased, and the latter, for all

practical purposes, is the same as custnms duties, the countries are very

close to not giving reverse preferences. It is understandable that there

must be a period of transition from the present system to a new one. A solu

tion might be to phase out reverse preferences over a number of years. It

might also be conceivable to suspend reverse preferences for a period of, say,

8-12 years in the associated countries for the promotion of newly establish

ed industries. .-...; .

It il, however, obvious that a rigid system of reverse preferences is

too far away from modern tflinking in this field to be acceptable.

The African markets are today only of peripheral importance to the nine

members of EEC but the revenue from customs tariffs and the protection of~

local industrial production are essential for almost all African nations. In

the spirit of co-operation, it seems reasonable that African governments

should be given-the right to collect the tariffs they need.

The'developing countries should, however, also recognize that their lack

of industrialization is not chiefly due'to reverse preferences, but is a re*

suit <»f, among other things, small markets, lack of experience, etc. The

countries should also face the fact that import' substituting industries can

only provide them with small-scale industries, frequently unable to compete

on a long-terra basis on equal terra with foreign firms. Only export-oriented

industries can develop into big and important industries.
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Before leaving these questions, I would like to draw your attention to

two special questions:

Whereas the EEC's external tariff for processed goods has been decreas

ing and most probably will decrease in the future, the protection of Euro

pean agricultural products will be preserved. It will in any case be dif

ficult to get access for this kind of product to EEC but it will certainly,

be more difficult for the non-associated than for she associated. This is

not a big problem for the present associated States, but it will be a prob

lem for the countries in Eastern and Southern Africa.

The Team draws attention to the question concerning sub-contracting by

European and African firms and it thinks that this, if well-organized, could

open up an expansion of industries in Africa.

A Yaounde-type of association also involves assistance from EEC to the

associated countries. The EEC development programme is small compared to

the bilateral aid given by the six - or nine - member States. The future

role of this fund most probably depends upon the outcome of the forthcoming

Yaounde negotiations. If almost all African governments choose this option,

it seems possible that the nine EEC member States would prefer to channel

a more substantial part of their aid programme through the EEC development

fund* If, however, the circle of associated countries remains the S£ne

as now, the newcomers in EEC will try to'keep this fund at a minimum to avoid

a discrimination against the Anglophone part of Africa as opposed to their

feelings and interests.

As bilateral aid, almost unavoidably, is geared to the needs of indi

vidual countries, there might be advantages in an EDF programme concentra

ting en the development of whole regions. As examples could be mentioned:

construction of long-distance trunk-roads, the cleaning, etc., of rivers so

that they are made navigable, establishment and running of research insti

tutions in agricultural production, or in appropriate technology.

The problems of regional projects are more serious in Africa than 'else

where. This continent is nore fragmented than others. Therefore, many pro

jects, which in other continents would be national, will here be regional.

We feel that the associated countries and EEC should agree that the EDF

should concentrate on projects of importance for the entire region and that

the fund should pay special attention to the least developed.

We think it would be an advantage if as many independent African coun

tries as possible participate in the Yaounde III negotiations and we are con

vinced that these countries will find an EEC influenced by the newcomers in

the enlarged European community*

Will, however, these associations between maybe 30 to 35 African coun

tries and the EEC establish a closer co-operation between the African coun-r

tries? It seems reasonable to distinguish between three possibilities:

(l) The associated African countries (Yaounde-type of~Association) them
selves will formulate a big African free trade area. (2) The establish©^
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African Common Markets (i.e. EAC, UDEAC, and maybe CEAO) will found - maybe

together with Nigeria - a free trade area whereof the otheit African coun

tries can be members* (3) The present system,with the present groupings

will be preserved.

To establish a free trade area of meaty African countries should tech

nically not be so difficult. The trade between African governments today is

so negligible that the loss of revenue at the introduction of the free trade

system will be insignificant. For the same reason, disturbances of the pre

sent system of production will be negligible. Rules of origin will not raise

problems* It seems natural to accept the same rules as those which are used

vis-a-vis the EEC. .

The establishment of a big African free trade area will, therefore, not

create big problems at the moment of its establishment. It will, however,

provide a frame for future development of African trade and African indus

tries. I have no doubt that 'many of you will consider this possibility as

unrealistic*. Maybe1 this is the case. It is, however, the privilege of the

outsider to be a little naive.

It is understandable if some African countries should fear to open up

their borders to commodities from other African countries. It is also un

derstandable if they want a certain temporary protection against their

neighbours and member States. We, therefore, suggest that an African State

considering itself less industrially developed than the other member States

in general shall have the right to protect its new industries by a transfer

tax. This tax should only be used for the protection of infant industries,

only for maybe eight years for each commodity and should never be higher

than, say 50 per cent of the external tariff. Thus, gradually, the African

continent will move into becoming one free trade area.

We feel that the establishment of a big African free trade area will \

be of great importance for the development of African economies.

This will give African industries access to the whole of tropical'Africa.

They will get bigger markets. They will be able to establish large-scale

industries* And the big home market will prepare the .ground for enlargement

of expert industries. And we see no reason why Afriowi industries should

not in the long run be able to compete in the world market. Africa's land

is cheap, its salaries are low and the rate of interest for the modern sec

tor not higher than elsewhere.

I now come to our third group of questions: the establishment of Afri

can economic groupings.

There are today in AFrica a few well-established groupings such as the

East African Community, UDEAC and the Egyptian-Libyan Federation. The three

Maghreb countries are planning a certain co-operation. In West Africa,

there are a number of specialized, rather weak groupings. In Southern Africa

we find a strong grouping which however, for obvious reasons, three of the

participants are not too happy about* However, only about a third of all

African governments participate in well-established and influential groupings.
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An economic grouping in Africa should consist of countries which are

different and can supply each ither with goods and services. A certain degree

of complementarity is an asset. In Africa it is most natural that these

groupings consist of one or more coastal countries and one or more land—locked

countries. The coastal countries would get "bigger markets for their industrial

products, whereas the land-locked countries would get a guaranteed and cheap

access to harbours for their export products and would thereby get more for their

exports and pay less for their imports. The land-locked countries would supply

the coastal areas with cattle and meat and ether agricultural products and maybe

with power, and in West Africa with labour.

A grouping can only be established and sustained on the basis of well-

balacoed intorestsr e^g.the coastal countries getting a bigger market, the inland

coimtries getting a number of advantages* first of all guaranteed and cheap

transport. Common services can be a way to pay the land-locked a certain

compensationfor opening their borders to goods from coastal areas. Common

services will most probably give a better yield of profit in the richer than-

in the poorer areas; a common service may therefore involve a financial

transfer to the land-locked countries. If the co-operation includes higher

education and training this may draw in the same direction.

We do not think it is possible in the long run to have common markets

in>Africa which are only common markets. The poor countries will feel that

such markets do not supply them with a fair share of the benefits. They may

even feel that their consumers are paying for the development of industries

in a neighbouring country. On the other hand we do not think either that it is

possible in the long rim to have common services which are only common services.

Common services will first of all be to the advantage of the least developed

countriest and we cannot expect the coastal countries will contribute financial

ly to these common services without getting advantages elsewhere. Having a

common market as well as a number of common services both'partners may gain

and both may be interested. And both groups will fear to break away, knowing

that if they leave the common market they will soon have to leave the common
services.

Should a country belong to one multi-purpose grouping or to a number of

specialized groupings? As it is important to create a balance of interests

it is obvious that a grouping should include a number of important activities.

This does, however, not exclude the possibility of a country being a member
of more than one grouping of African States.

It should, however^ be stressed that the planning procedure should not

be made too complicated. All group activities which influence the essential

parts of the planning procedure should-be carried out V the same group.

It is important that the natibnal planning authorities should not co-operate

with too many other planning authorities. The conclusion is therefore that

a bigger number of common activities should be carried out ty the same grouping,

which should therefore be a multi-purpose grouping. There are, however, cases

where other, single-purpose groupings may be more practical. In this connexion

four such possibilities should be mentioned: research, tourism, river-basins,
and air traffic.
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For the establishment, of economicgroupijigs.it seems appropriate that a , ■

grouping should "be as big as possible. With th» very low consumption of .- '

processed goods even the largest imaginable African markets are small* Also

for the running of common services the upper limit is pretty high. The .■>

bigger the area the bigger the advantages, for, example from counter-balancing

seasonal variations, etc* There may for some services be an upper limit of size ■

, but for the existing groupings this ceiling is far from having been reached*

There are, howeverr other matters which put an.upper limit to the size

of a grouping* The more members a grouping hase the more complicated become

the problems of decision-making and administration. In a grouping of sovereign

States all will wish and expect to ha*e a'sayt " Some decisions will often

have to be taken "by unanimity. In a multi-national grouping it may be difficult

to reach such unanimity* The countries will only be able to co-operate closely ?

and with confidence as long as their outlook in politics and culture is not

too wide apart. It is unlikely to be a coincidence that all more -important

groupings in Africa are composed of a very limited number of governments.

A strong administration is the prerequisite to success. The dayH;o-day

running of the common activities, must be efficient. The common administration
should be independent of the national administration.

For common services it seems appropriate to leave decisions on matters of

minor: importance entirely in the hands of >oards of directors.-appointed wholly

or partly by ;the-participating governments* These boards ought to guarantee

efficient leadership and should provide for majority.decisions, I? is, *
however* hardly possible to leave the most important decisions to such boards. ■-■.

It may be that the governments reptresented' by ministers, applying the
rule of unanimity, would have to decide on the most important- matters,, such

as investments above a certain size, new tariffs, change's in wages and salaries
above a certain level. The more that can be left to the boards the better
it is for a smooth and efficient administration.

It is to be hoped that African States associated with EEC through Yaounde"
Ill-type of association will take action to establish a large African free

trade area. There will still be a need for a number of other African groupings
.for the administration of customs unions and comro. services, etc.

We have an important grouping in East Africa and a number-of countries
have expressed the wish that they would like to enter into closer co-operation
with this community. The report and its working papers give detailed discussions

. of problems concerning tliis grouping and its potential enlargement„

Hie most important, questions^ however, we find in. West an£ Central Africa. iS <:

In this part of Africa it is more difficult to establishing groupings Ibased

on the existing ones. The, groupings are manyj they are almost all very specialized

end therefore very weak* The large number of small countries causes further

complications* From a purely economic point of view the. obvious groupings are
of coastal countries with land-locked neighboursv . . . v
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We are doubtful whether it will be possible to manage a grouping comprised
by many governments for purposes like the establishment and running of
common services or customs unions. We, therefore, hope for a free trade area

and inside this free trade areaf invidividual countries as well as groupings,

such as customs unions and operatives of common services- Although it is far

from ideal; we think the besii solution might be co-operation between "pairs"

of countries. This co-operation should be in trade as well as in services.

This co-operation should be in trade as well as in services* As examples

of such "pairs" could be mentioned: (l) The UDEAC countries, (2) Nigeria,
Niger^Dahomeyj and Togof (3) Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, (4) Senegal,
Mali, and Mauritania

At this stage of development, however, we consider it most important

that as many countries as possible participate in the forthcoming Yaounde

Conference, We feel that they should exert their influence there to change the

Association into something different from Yaounde" II and we are convinced that

they will find sympathy also on the other side of the table. We feel that the

future African associate States should consider establishing8 independent

of the EEC, a free trade area. This could be done almost without loss of

revenue and it does not need the establishment of a mammoth common administration,

This would establish a good framework for African development. Inside this free

trade area a number of groupings might or might not be established to take oare

of common services, etc# On a pan-African basis African governments should

concentrate on the development of their mutual transport and communications

and they should do their utmost to preserve fche common labour markets.


